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5. I purchased my Danube Blue GT about six months ago from the original owner. It is the
automatic SL model. I would like to have a VR4, however, this car has only 49k miles and it is
mint. I couldn't pass it up. I went ahead and did the 60k service and added 18" rims and
Yokohama tires. This car gets more looks than anything I've ever driven. Not a day goes by
without a compliment. I absolutely love this car and if you can find an unmolested one, I highly
recommend it. Japan's automotive design is usually driven by the pursuit of efficiency, agility
and lightness. At the same time, however, there's a definite obsession with technology: making
everything electronic, inventing neat new gadgets and generally providing complex answers to
simple questions. For a perfect example of the latter philosophy, look no further than the
Mitsubishi GT. Arriving just in time for the early s sports car revolution, the GT showed up
carrying a great big load of stuff, especially in top-line VR-4 trim. To wit: a valve V6 with dual
overhead camshafts and twin To wit: a valve V6 with dual overhead camshafts and twin
turbochargers. Electronically adjustable suspension. Four-wheel drive. Four-wheel steering. A
limited-slip differential. Front and rear spoilers that extend at 50 mph and retract at Even the
exhaust note could be customized with the flip of a switch. Of all the above features, the twin
turbos and all-wheel drive left the strongest impressions. Three-hundred horsepower let the GT
VR-4 run with the fastest sports cars of its day, and the security of four driven wheels put it at
ease doing so. Strong grip, strong brakes and styling that turned heads for nine straight years
rounded out the package. But Mitsubishi's full load of technology sure resulted in a full load of
car. At 3, pounds, the GT VR-4 significantly outweighed every competitor and had the most
pronounced frontal weight bias. Many drivers also felt its steering and shifter were vague, and
its chassis less connected than other sports cars'. Furthermore, no one seemed to find much
value in most of the electronics, and no one over 6 feet tall could sit up straight. As a choice for
a used sport coupe or convertible, the Mitsubishi GT is either a poser or a serious performance
car, with a wide gulf between the two. Base and SL models look flashy but don't provide
performance matching their looks. In VR-4 guise, the GT is a car with serious speed, style and
several fun little toys. The only major problem with them is their weight, they are really heavy,
4wd and 4ws is expensive and heavy. Everywhere I go, heads are turned and people are
wondering what kind of vehicle it is. This car is fast and in Japan it is nicknamed the "fire
breather". The body style is so unique; unlike the Dodge Stealth this thing is sleek, roomy, and
you have enough space to fit up to three people 6'3" in the back no joke. I would recommend
this car to everybody I know and everybody I will meet in the future. It handles like a puma
getting ready to pounce, and takes off like a lion hunting its prey. The only downside is if you
drive it like a maniac you are going to burn an entire tank in only a few days. The transmission
feels smooth. The powered options are far ahead of its time. I absolutely love this vehicle. I took
this car to a beach in Caseville Michigan. Everybody there loved it, and it quickly became the hit
of the beach. Everywhere I go people ask me what kind of car it is, everybody wants one
afterwards, and nobody knows how to get one. This thing is cool. The price for the v6 twin turbo
is very affordable if you know where to look, and the discontinued model is sure to keep its
value and only raise in the future with good TLC. This thing is a cop magnet, every cop knows
you after a while just because it sticks out like a sore thumb. Even going 3 under the speed limit
you feel like you are speeding because you only have 5 inches of space underneath you. You
bottom out in almost every driveway home or business and it gets mediocre gas mileage at
best. Overall 4. It is very comfortable for me and it is my favorite car. This is my father's favorite
car. I really enjoy this car. I had a GT in college, gave it to my brother and now five years later I
purchased another. I really enjoy just about everything about the car. If you're able, ensure you
have records of all the maintenance done to the vehicle. That said, if you can find a good one
with paperwork showing the 60K and K if required go for it! Something to look out for is for 2nd
gear synchro's tend to wear out. Fixable, but Who ever said that they can fix one for under that
did it themselves or never owned one. The only major problem with them is their weight. They
are really heavy, 4wd is expensive and heavy. They have amazing acceleration, but I have never
heard of any mechanical problems with the tranny or any other part for that matter. As a
collaborative effort between Chrysler and Mitsubishi Motors , Chrysler was responsible for the
Stealth's exterior styling. They resurrected the GTO name, and the car went on to serve as
Mitsubishi's flagship for the remainder of the decade. Despite the cachet of the badge at home,
it was marketed as the Mitsubishi GT and as the Dodge Stealth outside Japan; the company was
concerned that connoisseurs would object to the evocative nameplate from the highly regarded
Ferrari GTO and Pontiac GTO being used on a Japanese vehicle. Each was built on the same
production line at Mitsubishi's plant in Nagoya , Japan. A prototype of the Dodge Viper was
substituted in place of it. The Dodge Stealth featured a signature cross-hair front bumper fascia
and crescent-shaped rear spoiler â€” and did not include active aerodynamics. In the engine

went to a 4 bolt main and a forged crankshaft, some of the early models in still received the cast
crank present in the first years. The base model Stealth was the only model to feature crank
windows, without the sunroof it weighted at pounds or kg. Automatic climate control was
standard on all turbo models. The Stealth turbo weights pounds compared to the pounds of the
VR The non turbo gt with sunroof weights pounds and without the sunroof. Magazines from the
era praised its brutal acceleration and AWD grip. The transmissions in japanese models NA
models had different gear ratios and a different part number. While power output is no higher
than contemporary market models, these have lower discharge temperatures to better handle
the prolonged high speeds possible on the German Autobahn , along with an upgraded
transmission. All were painted Lamborghini yellow and were equipped with a Remus sports
exhaust, OZ Futura rims, a numbered plate signed by Beckenbauer, and a C-net mobile phone
system. Only 30 were made, sold through Facelift models were internally designated Z15A 2WS
and Z16A 4WS and featured a revised front bumper to accommodate projector beam headlights
and small, round projector fog lights. They were unveiled in August in Japan and gradually
made their way to other markets as the earlier cars sold out. Some markets didn't get these
models until , such as the UK. The interior was redesigned with dual air bags, a new audio
system, and revised air conditioning refrigerant. With subsequent price increases, features were
discontinued: the tunable exhaust was phased out after model year, the ECS after model year,
and the active aerodynamics disappeared after This was also when Chrysler ceased sales of the
Dodge Stealth captive import, and for the remainder of its life only Mitsubishi-badged versions
were available. In , Mitsubishi's GT Spyder was available in four color combinations: red with
grey leather interior, black with ivory leather interior, white pearl with grey, and martinique
yellow with ivory leather interior. In the GT Spyder was available in red with tan interior, black
pearl with tan leather, white pearl with tan leather interior, and green pearl with tan leather. SL
Spyders were only available with an automatic transmission while the VR4 Spyder was only
available with a 6-speed manual. Chassis numbers for the MR start with Z15A. This allowed the
MR edition to reach a weight of pounds. The redesign of the second generation GT was well
received, especially the loss of pop up headlights and smoother hood. As the years went on, the
Tuneable Exhaust System was phased out in and the Active Aero was phased out in The new
6-speed was geared well and paired with the extra horsepower and torque allowed the car to
out-accelerate its rivals from a standing start. A notable change was the brake redesign, facelift
models received 2 pot rear calipers and larger front brakes that showed no sign of fading under
heavy use unlike the early models. Braking distances remained similar. These changes made all
models lighter, the vr-4 was now pounds and the sl pounds. The SOHC engine, previously only
available in the base model Stealth, was added to the Mitsubishi range after the Dodge version
was discontinued. Slower sales in the American sports car market led to a planned facelift for
being abandoned in favor of minor cosmetic adjustments, including a new front bumper and
rainbow shaped arched type wing. The gt's featuring the single cam engine had a weight of
pounds, noted that they were not offered with the sunroof and leather seats. In , the car received
another exterior makeover, including a new aggressive front bumper, headlamps, turn signals,
sail panels, and a true inverted airfoil spoiler coined the "Combat Wing" for the VR-4 to
distinguish it from previous models. The non turbo models kept the arched style spoiler. With
sales slowing to a trickle and new side impact regulations looming, production for the Japanese
domestic market finally ceased in The Mitsubishis lacked the "twin turbo" writing on the faux
windows. The Dodges had different bumpers than the turbo cars. Otherwise the non-turbo cars
looked cosmetically like the turbo cars. These cars were front wheel drive and lacked four-wheel
steering and active aero. They came with a 5 speed manual F5M33 or with automatic
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keep you safe. Service was excellent! We love the vehicle. Autos of Palm Beach exceeded
expectations. Awesome dealer. I would absolutely recommend this dealer as one that will give
you a fair deal. Very professional and easy and fast service my son was able to buy his first car!
Very satisfied and happy! Kyle and Mark were great to work with. They were professional,
responsive, frank, helpful, and were a pleasure to work with. They went out of their way to
answer my questions and make for a pleasant, and hassle-free purchase. No hard selling or
pressure of any kind. And as a result of them and a great inventory to select from, I got a great
truck at a great price! Thank you guys! There's a sounds guy who keeps in constant contact
with me. Now bothersome in any way. Just anxious to help. They were helpful at the beginning
and that Friday I paid to have a pre-purchase inspection done on the truck. The next day they
sold the truck to someone else without the courtesy of a call to let me know that someone else
was interested in the truck and giving me the opportunity to make an offer. While I was
disappointed to find out that the car I was interested in was already sold and I ultimately ended
up purchasing from another dealer, they were exceptionally helpful and went out of their way to
contact me quickly and try to find other cars to fit my needs as well as let me know of their
incoming stock and offering to help e learn to drive a stick. I was contacted by the sales staff.
They explained the details of the vehicle and invited me for a test drive. Due to the weather
conditions I postponed until a later time. Thanks for a prompt response. Great people but
misrepresented the condition of car. Failed to disclose prior major accidents to vehicle. We'll
help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and
we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Mitsubishi GT listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Private Seller: Jan.
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Mitsubishi dealers in Miami FL. Mitsubishi dealers in New York NY. Mitsubishi dealers in
Philadelphia PA. Mitsubishi dealers in Washington DC. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

